Abstract. The uncertain factors lead to the fuzziness of processing time, completion time and due date. Advance or delay will affect the satisfaction of manager and customer. This is very detrimental to the production schedule. Six-point fuzzy number expresses the processing time and completion time. Trapezoid fuzzy number expresses the due date. Based on membership degree, manager's satisfaction of completion and customer's satisfaction of due date are defined. Virtual cell scheduling model is built with the goal of maximizing manager's average completion satisfaction and customer's average delivery satisfaction respectively. A stable measure is presented to evaluate optimal scheme. Finally, an example is used to verify that the model can obtain a better stability.
Introduction
Virtual cell is a kind of production mode which can meet the needs of multi-variety and small-batch. Its scheduling is the specific arrangement of resources for all processing tasks in the system. It is directly related to whether the system can give full play to its superiority. Tavakkoli et al. studied the scheduling of the cell manufacturing system considering several optimization objectives such as the shortest completion time, the least number of moves between cells [1] . M. Sakhaii et al. built a dynamic cell scheduling model aiming at minimum total cost based on robust optimization method [2] . Most of the existing studies have built a scheduling model for the system itself with the shortest total completion time, minimum total cost and minimum transportation cost. Few scholars consider the subject of human behavior. In actual production, many uncertain factors result in the fuzziness of processing time, completion time and due date. Advance or delay will affect the satisfaction of manager and customer. It will affect the normal implementation of scheduling plan seriously. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the human satisfaction factor into the virtual cell scheduling.
The satisfaction is ambiguous and it is difficult to express it with specific numbers. There are many similarities between satisfaction and fuzziness, so establishment of satisfaction function using the concept of fuzzy membership can clearly reflect the nature of the problem. Hu Chaofang studied different types of preference information using fuzzy optimization method based on decision-maker satisfaction [3] . Li et al. evaluated the two objectives of spare parts using fuzzy multi-objective optimization method based on decision maker satisfaction [4] . Wang Bing studied the fuzzy job shop satisfaction scheduling problem. Triangular fuzzy completion time and trapezoidal due date can achieve the pessimistic satisfaction with product advance or delay and objective function can be established by taking the most credible satisfaction into account [5] . Due to six-point fuzzy number is better than the triangle in reflecting the fuzzy change characteristic, the trapezoid fuzzy is more suitable production practice than the half trapezoid fuzziness. Therefore, this paper references the study of Li Qinghe that processing time and completion time are expressed by six-point fuzzy number and the due date is expressed by trapezoid fuzzy number [6] . Considering the manager's satisfaction is related to completion time, customer's satisfaction is associated with due date respectively, this paper builds virtual cell scheduling model by maximizing manager's average completion satisfaction and customer's average delivery satisfaction.
Manager's Satisfaction Model in Virtual Cell Scheduling
In order to ensure timely delivery of products for managers, a pre-completion time window is set in advance according to due date. If the order can be completed in this window, the product can be delivered to the customer in time and the production manager is satisfaction. The uncertain processing time is expressed by six-point fuzzy number. The completion time of jobs is also expressed by six-point fuzzy number according to operation rule of the fuzzy number. (1) is the manager's satisfaction for every job. (1) A mathematical model is established to maximize manager's satisfaction by setting average completion satisfaction of jobs as the objective of virtual cell scheduling optimization. Assumes are as follows: ① Various kinds of jobs and machines, the same machines have different production capacity. ②The process path is known. ③Each job has more than one machine available for processing and different operations require different types of machine. ④One machine only processes one operation at the same time and one operation can only be processed on one machine. ⑤The process of operation cannot be interrupted. ⑥Machine failure is not considered. ⑦The job priority is not considered. ⑧The number of requirements for job is known. ⑨Adjustment time of machine is included in processing time. ⑩Transportation time is fixed and known.
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, , , (2), the objective function is to maximize the manager's average satisfaction. In the constraints, equation (4) ensures that only when the front operation of each job has finished, the latter operation can be started. Equation (5) and (6) indicate that each task on machine must wait until the front task on the machine has been processed. Once the operation starts, it cannot be stopped. Equation (7) and (8) = . Equation (9) means that each operation can only select machine in the machine set that can meet its process requirements. Equation (10) ensures that each machine can only be arranged for one operation at the same time. Equation (11) operation j of job i can only be assigned to one machine on the same type machine. Equation (12) represents the waiting time before processing. Equation (13) denotes the value of job, operation, machine and processing task. Equation (14) indicates non-negativity of decision variables. Equation (15) indicates that the decision variable is a binary variable. This paper uses centre-of-gravity method to deblur, such as equation (16) ~, , 
Customer's Satisfaction Model in Virtual Cell Scheduling
Customer's satisfaction is most closely related to the due date of job. Advanced delivery will increase the cost of customer's inventory and delayed delivery will affect the customer's production plan. Different customers have different due date requirements. Due date has certain ambiguity and it is a time window related to customer's satisfaction. In this paper, the due date is expressed by trapezoidal fuzzy number
Customer's satisfaction is engendered by the comparison of completion time and due date of job. The delivery satisfaction of job is defined by combination of defuzzification completion time and fuzzy due date, namely, the membership value of equivalent completion time of job in trapezoidal fuzzy due date function. As shown in figure 2, equation (17) is the customer's satisfaction with the due date of each job. 
Stability EEvaluation Index
The completion time of each job determines the final manager's satisfaction and customer's satisfaction. In actual production, the processing time of operation is a certain value in the fuzzy distribution. The completion time of each job is also a certain value in the fuzzy distribution. This results in the actual target value of the scheduling scheme deviating from the theoretical optimization value. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure that the actual value is consistent with the theoretical value as far as possible. After defuzzification according to (16), the completion time is located in the area of completion time state with higher membership value, the value of the actual completion time is closer to the area with the membership degree of one in the fuzzy completion time. Similarly, the completion time is located in the area of due date state with higher membership value, the value of the actual completion time is closer to the area with the membership degree of one in the fuzzy due date. The actual manager's satisfaction and customer's delivery satisfaction are closer to the theoretical optimal value. The implementation results of the scheduling optimization scheme are consistent with the theoretical expectation. In this paper, the scheduling optimization scheme is evaluated and the stability evaluation index based on the concept of truncated set in fuzzy mathematics is put forward. The evaluation indexes for the stability of six-point fuzzy number and triangular fuzzy number are presented in the equation (19) and (20). 
Example Analysis
Assume that all jobs are processed in one cell. The basic data of this example are shown in Table 1 , Table 2 and Table 3 . Table 2 . Processing information of orders. Table 4 and 5 are the six-point fuzzy processing time and triangular fuzzy processing time of each operation. Table 6 shows the six-point fuzzy number and triangular fuzzy number of completion time, trapezoidal fuzzy number and half trapezoidal fuzzy number of due date. Stability index of optimal scheme is calculated under 0.5 and 0.75 confidence level of optimal scheme by comparing six-point and triangle. Table 7 is the comparison between the optimal result and the stable value. The optimal scheduling scheme obtained by this paper's model is more stable. 
Conclusion
In this paper, the virtual cell scheduling model considering manager's satisfaction and customer's satisfaction is studied. Manager's satisfaction model is built considering the average job completion satisfaction by using six-point fuzzy number representing completion time. Customer's satisfaction model is built considering the average job delivery satisfaction as the goal combining trapezoid fuzzy number representing due date with completion time. An example shows that the optimization scheme of scheduling model proposed by this paper is more stable.
